
Comments

Tammo comes off as someone who genuinely wanted us to learn as much as possible, and did whatever
was in his power to make us succeed. He helped me understand certain nuances on the material that
was not covered in lecture, and overall was very receptive to questions.

My TA was able to effectively teach and explain concepts. This TA was vert transparent with the course
in his communication. I felt more prepared to do HW and the midterms after going to section.

I honestly cannot say enough good things about Tammo. He has worked so hard to make what was
often a difficult, or at least not especially well explained course, not only understandable, but quite
good. Tammo answers emails at any hour of the day, sends homework help, advice, & is always open
to meet & help. I honestly don’t remember having a TA as good as Tammo in my time at Hopkins. I
mean that really sincerely.

Tammo is an excellent instructor. I would definitely recommend him to a friend. I honestly learned
more from him in section than I did from the professor in lecture.

Material was taught in a lot of detail.

Tammo was extremely helpful. He would give me guidance through email when I had questions and
always respond efficiently and it made this class a lot smoother for me in times of frustration. Great
TA, really cares about us students and wants to see us do well.  encouraging and engaging section
leadership!

- Answered emails very quickly and helpfully
- Would recommend
- No changes necessary

Tammo was awesome & had a great understanding of how to explain material. Very good at explaining
subtle differences between problems. Very understanding & easy to go to for help. Responded to emails
quickly w/ helpful answers.

Tammo was a great TA. I really liked how he emailed PDFs of the HW each week and was easily
accessible through email. Really informative / knowledgeable in section as well. No complaints from
me.

His knowledge of the material was excellent and explained the more difficult concepts in a simplified
way. I would recommend him to any friend taking this course. I never had any one-on-one time, so
there wasn’t much to gain in terms of my development as a student.
Overall the structure of section was good and the material was presented clearly.


